Applications are invited for a post-doctoral fellow position in the Department of Basic Sciences, Loma Linda University Medical School, in the laboratory of Juli Unternaehrer, PhD. Our early-career lab studies cell fate decisions in early mouse and human development and in ovarian cancer metastasis. We are elucidating the relationships between transcription factors and microRNAs in these decisions. As such we are at the intersection of pluripotent cell biology and cancer biology, and translational projects such as a preclinical model for ovarian cancer metastasis are our current focus.

Highly motivated candidates with a PhD or MD with expertise in molecular biology, cancer biology, tissue culture, xenografts, microscopy, animal handling are encouraged to apply. Candidates must be US citizens or permanent residents, and have excellent written and spoken English language skills; evidence of prior productive scientific work including publication in peer-reviewed journals is required. Loma Linda University, part of the Inland Empire Stem Cell Consortium, is a highly collaborative environment with plentiful opportunities for cross-discipline research.

More information on the lab is available at [unterraehrerlab.org](http://unterraehrerlab.org). Please send CV with names of three references and a statement of research interests to junterraehrer 'at' llu.edu.